A system dynamics model for assessing the impacts of design errors in construction projects
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ABSTRACT

Design errors leading to rework and/or design changes are considered to be the primary contributor to schedule delays and cost overruns in design and construction projects. While design errors are deemed prevalent, most design and construction firms do not measure the number of errors they create, thereby having limited knowledge regarding their mechanism to undermine project performance. To address this, a system dynamics model has been developed to capture the dynamics of design errors and systematically assess their negative impacts. This paper reports on the development of the model, and its application to a university building project. The results indicate that design errors can significantly delay project schedule in spite of continuous schedule recovery actions taken by construction managers. The case study also shows that schedule pressure can propagate the negative impact of design errors to numerous construction activities, including those that are not directly associated with the errors. Finally, the case study confirms that the developed model can more rigorously assess the negative impact of design errors, which is often underestimated by practitioners. Based on these results, it is concluded that the developed model can assist project managers in better understanding the dynamics of design errors and recovering delayed schedule, particularly under schedule pressure.

1. Introduction

Despite advances in construction equipment and management techniques, major schedule delays and substantial cost overruns persist in design and construction projects [1–5]. US General Accounting Office [6] reported that its 20 civil infrastructure projects across 17 states, with estimated total cost ranging from $205 million to $2.6 billion, experienced significant cost overruns ranging from around 40% to 400%. This trend is not limited to projects in the United States. Latham [7] reported that only 70% of projects in the United Kingdom were delivered within 5% of the tender cost and only 38% within 5% of the tender program. Bromilow [8] also claimed that only one-eighth of Australian building contracts were completed within the scheduled completion dates and that the average schedule overrun exceeded 40%. Flyvbjerg et al. [9] analyzed 258 mega-projects undertaken across 20 countries, concluding that cost overruns were found in 90% of these projects; and that such cost escalation is not a new phenomenon, but has persisted over the past 70 years. This broad range of research is evidence that schedule delay and cost overruns are the rule rather than the exception in the construction industry [5].
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Rework has been identified as an endemic problem in construction and engineering projects, and a major contributor to schedule delays and cost overruns [10]. Rework has been defined by Love [11] as “the unnecessary effort of redoing a process or task that was incorrectly implemented the first time”. Rework, on average, contributes to 52% of total cost overrun, and can increase schedule overrun by 22% [10]. It has also been found that 5%–20% of the contract value can be attributed to rework in construction and engineering projects [12,10].

A major contributor to rework is design error. When an error is identified, it often requires rework to be undertaken, which involves additional time and resource expenditure [13,14]. Unfortunately, regardless of an individual’s skill level, experience or education, errors may occur at any time due to the physiological and psychological limitations of humans [15]. Reason [16] contends that it is often the most qualified and highly competent individuals that commit errors with the most detrimental consequences. In general, design and construction firms do not measure the number of errors they create and, in particular, they generally fail to undertake appropriate design reviews, verifications and audits [17,18]. Accordingly, errors are often not identified immediately, but tend to transpire after a period of incubation in the system [19]. After some time, these errors are detected and the need for rework is identified, increasing the amount of remaining work [20–22]. The degree of rework required grows when errors remained undetected for longer periods of time [23].

Tsang and Zahra [24] suggest that the causes and effects of errors are not unidirectional or linear, but are reciprocal and looped in their relationships. In the pursuit of error and rework reduction, it is necessary to understand how such relationships emerge and interact with one another [25]. Based on this recognition, this paper aims to develop a system dynamics model to assist in better understanding the complex mechanism of design errors in which they damage project performance.

2. Design errors in construction projects

Human error can be defined as “the failure of planned actions to achieve their desired goal, where this occurs without some unforeseeable or chance intervention” [26]. Erroneous decisions made during design can occur due to impaired human cognition [27], particularly when designers experience workplace stress due to schedule and cost pressures [28]. Designers’ cognitive processes can propagate throughout projects they work on and the wider organization, and this may increase the occurrence of errors [23]. Designers may omit to: involve others in design decisions, inform others of assumptions made, elicit other’s needs and schedules, or understand the history of problem solving in a replicated design [27]. Love et al.’s [29] phenomenological approach proves that the uncertainty and inevitability of error are not perceptions, but are a reality for design consultants, resulting from the exogenous factors influencing their ability to perform tasks effectively. These factors include schedule pressure, design fees, client procurement strategy and skilled labor supply. In practice, many design and construction organizations pay limited attention to errors and the resulting rework or failures that may occur [17,30,25,29]. The size and complexity of a project, the number of professionals involved in its design and construction, and the complexities of procurement and price determination for services contribute to the potential for ‘iatrogenic’ impairment [23]. Other systemic problems may include lack of design reviews, checks and verifications, re-use of specification and details, unrealistic schedules, understaffing, and lack of project governance [29].

Triggered by these various factors, design errors can significantly lower project performance by generating rework, requiring additional time and resource expenditure. Furthermore, if errors are discovered during construction, additional time and resources may be required for demolition of incorrectly constructed components. Because of this additional time and cost, construction managers tend to avoid rework on problematic activities by modifying designs and specifications [1]. Particularly in highly uncertain circumstances, there is an over-reliance on scope changes to solve problems that may arise during construction, installation and commissioning [23]. However, if impacts of sudden changes in scope or design are not thoroughly assessed, they often induce additional problems by significantly altering project execution sequences and/or resource profiles. Burati et al. [31] found that 79% of rework costs arising in industrial engineering projects were the result of design changes, errors and omissions. Similarly, Love [11] revealed that design change orders resulting in rework can account for as much as 50% of project cost overrun.

Not only do design errors result in rework and/or sudden design change, they are also one of the main reasons for unreliable progress monitoring, which causes recovery actions taken by project managers to be ineffective. Cooper [20] contended that undetected rework is the main driver of discrepancies between real progress and perceived progress. Since project managers take schedule recovery actions based on perceived progress, the effectiveness of recovery actions diminishes as the gap between perceived and real progress widens. This in turn lowers the chances of on-time project completion. As hidden rework is discovered, construction managers realize that real progress is less than they had perceived, and that there is much more work remaining than was perceived. This can cause schedule pressure amongst project managers, inducing latent conditions where further errors are likely.

In an effort to meet a project’s schedule completion date, additional resources may be employed; however, such action may lead to a contradictory effect [32]. By exceeding the limits of concurrency, complexity increases and tasks are delayed, particularly when revisions, repairs and rework occur [33]. Pate and Cornell [34] suggests that schedule pressure not only increases the probability of errors occurring (e.g., erroneous execution in the construction stage), but also decreases the chances that they are detected using regular procedures. Design errors that may be deemed minor in nature are likely to be overlooked due to the time that it would invariably take to correct them [23].
3. Model building

To create a robust model for assessing the impact of design errors on project performance, this paper first develops a schematic model that captures the dynamics of design errors. Then, based on the dynamics identified, a system dynamics model is introduced to further explain the complex mechanism of design errors, to analyze the way in which they damage project performance, and to measure the degree of this impact.

3.1. Schematic model

The duration of an activity can be estimated by dividing the activity scope (i.e., the amount of work) by the production rate at which we WILL complete per time unit such as daily production (Fig. 1-(a)). For example, if 50 units of residential steel doors are to be installed and the nominal work rate of a given crew configuration is 5 units/day, 10 days will be the expected duration of the door installation process.

However, as established above, if design errors (e.g., an incorrectly positioned door where it will intersect with pipelines) are not immediately identified, they are likely to be discovered during the construction stage and necessitate additional effort for rework. As a certain amount of effort would be wasted on rework (and sometimes also on demolition), this late error discovery may induce ‘variation in production’, which is the difference between what we WILL do and what we actually DID (Fig. 1-(b)). In order to compensate for lower production rates at early stages caused by ‘variation in production’, a longer duration than initially planned (‘planned duration and expected delay’) would be required to finish the work. Once the finish time for a given critical activity is delayed, this can delay the start time of its successor activities, which can trigger additional problems such as relocation of labor and procurement of resources. Considering this, it is not surprising that variation, especially of activity duration, is the main factor increasing the volume of non-value adding activities, thereby impairing project performance [35].

In order to avoid this, construction managers would not just oversee the expected delay, but take schedule recovery actions in order to increase production rate and complete the activity within its planned duration [36–39] (Fig. 1-(c)). These schedule recovery actions may include assigning additional workers, hiring more productive equipment, or applying an overtime policy [39]. Managerial actions are generally adopted in an attempt to avoid expected delay, but it should be noted that these actions may increase schedule pressure. Schedule pressure is calculated by dividing what we SHOULD in order to maintain a deadline with what we CAN do (Fig. 1-(d)). If what we SHOULD do is much greater than what we CAN do, construction managers tend to cut corners, which might mean direct omissions, but frequently it is as simple as not checking one’s work to the degree of detail necessary to find most of the error [40]. Therefore, cutting corners often compromises quality standards, and the associated quality problems are not easily discovered until late in a project. In these cases, significant rework is often required.

Therefore, in spite of a manager’s continuous effort to maintain the planned duration, ‘actual delay’ may take place and may increase the volume of non-value adding activities [35]. In addition, if errors are made and not immediately detected under schedule pressure, but identified after work has begun on a successor activity, execution of the successor activity may then suffer from ‘variation in production’ in its early stages due to the late discovered errors. Then, this successor activity would also be executed under schedule pressure in order to meet its planned duration and finally result in erroneous execution and late discovery. As such, if design errors are not thoroughly addressed, their negative impact propagate through numerous construction activities. Accordingly, any variation of an activity in a construction schedule may impact the remaining activities, even if the variation does not involve these activities directly [41,14]. This is one of the main reasons why construction managers continuously work under schedule pressure and experience schedule delays despite their best effort to recover delayed schedules [13].

3.2. System dynamics model

A system dynamics (SD) model was developed based on the dynamics of design errors identified through the schematic model. As shown in Fig. 2, this model evolved from highly established and validated models including those developed by Cooper [42], Richardson and Pugh [43], Abdel-Hamid [44], Ford and Sterman [45], Rodrigues and Williams [22],
The developed model consists of several sub-modules including ‘generic work execution’, ‘effort’, ‘precedence relationship’, ‘productivity’, ‘resource’, ‘progress measurement’ and ‘managerial control’. Among these modules, the ‘generic work execution’ module (Fig. 2) is a key component, underpinning the entire model structure.

The ‘generic work execution’ model captures the dynamics of work execution within an activity. There are six possible states of any work item; namely WTD (Work To Do), WAI (Work Awaiting Inspection), WD (Work Done), WARFIR (Work Awaiting Request For Information Reply), WPUC (Work Pending until Upstream Correction) and WADCA (Work Awaiting Design Changes Approval). Available work items at a given time are introduced to the WTD through WIR (Work Introduction Rate), which is regulated by imposed precedence relationships with related activities (e.g., Start-to-Start or Finish-to-Start) and/or physical constraints within the given activity (e.g., second floor activity can start after completion of the first floor activity). Introduced work is initially stored in WTD. Work items in WTD are executed and then moved to WAI through WR (Work Rate), which is the product of the level of resources assigned and their productivity. Once work items are moved to WAI, they are inspected and only correctly executed work items are moved to WD through WCR (Work Completion Rate), while incorrectly executed work items are returned to WTD through IIRR (Immediately Identified Rework Rate). This is the basic structure of the ‘Rework Cycle’ [20].

However, work items in WTD are not always ready to be executed. A representative example is discovery of design errors during construction (e.g., site conditions are not as expected and therefore design is not appropriate). In this situation, construction managers send RFIs (requests for information) to the design team and the work items related to the design errors cannot be executed until these design errors are corrected. This process is represented in the model through the movement of some work items from WTD to WARFIR through RFIR (Work Awaiting Request For Information Reply). Once clarification from the design team arrives, the work related with design error can be executed. This process is represented by moving work items from WARFIR to WTD through RFIRR (Request For Information Reply Rate).

On the other hand, regardless of design errors, RFI can be requested during construction when execution errors related with a predecessor activity are discovered. In this case, the current activity may be disrupted until the previous activity is corrected. This is represented by two concurrent processes: the movement of work items from WARFIR to WPUC through UCRR (Upstream Correction Request Rate) in the current activity and the movement of work items from WD to WTD through LDRR (Late Discovered Rework Rate) in the predecessor activity. Once the predecessor is corrected, the current activity is ready for execution. This is captured by the movement of work items from WPUC to WTD through PWRR (Pending Work Release Rate).

Sometimes, RFIs may result in design changes, particularly when it is not easy to correct design or execution errors made during a predecessor activity. In this case, work items in WARFIR move to WADCA through RFITDCR (Request For Information To Design Change Rate). Even when there are neither design errors nor execution errors, sudden design change orders (primarily due to owners’ or designers’ late request) can prevent execution of the current activity. In this case, some work items in WTD move to WADCA through DCR (Design Change Rate).

Once a change order is issued, the change control board (CCB) carefully assesses the feasibility of the proposed change and makes a decision regarding whether or not the change should be implemented. Upon arrival at a CCD decision, execution...
of the current activity can resume. This is represented by the movement of work items from WADCA through either DCAR (Design Change Approval Rate) or DCRR (Design Change Reject Rate). When sudden design changes are approved during the execution of an activity, some work items already completed may need to be reworked if they are based on a superseded design document. This results in a transfer of some work items from WD to WTD through LDRR. As such, the quantity of work items in a given status at any point in time can be mathematically formulated as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d}{dt} (\text{WTD}[i]) &= \text{WIR}[i] - \text{WR}[i] + \text{IRR}[i] + \text{LDRR}[i] - \text{DCR}[i] + \text{DCAR}[i] + \text{DCRR}[i] - \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\text{RFIR}[i,j]) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\text{RFIRR}[i,j]) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\text{PWRR}[i,j]) \\
\frac{d}{dt} (\text{WAI}[i]) &= \text{WR}[i] - \text{WCR}[i] - \text{IRR}[i] \\
\frac{d}{dt} (\text{WD}[i]) &= \text{WCR}[i] - \text{LDRR}[i] \\
\frac{d}{dt} (\text{WARFIR}[i,j]) &= \text{RFIR}[i,j] - \text{RFIRR}[i,j] - \text{UCRR}[i,j] - \text{RFITDCR}[i,j] \\
\frac{d}{dt} (\text{WPUC}[i,j]) &= \text{UCRR}[i,j] - \text{PWRR}[i,j] \\
\frac{d}{dt} (\text{WADCA}[i]) &= \text{DCR}[i] + \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\text{RFIDCRR}[i,j]) - \text{DCAR}[i] - \text{DCRR}[i]
\end{align*}
\]

where \( i = \) current activity, \( j = \) predecessor activity, and \( i, j \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, n\} \).

As mentioned previously, WR is determined by the quantity of resources assigned, and their productivity in this module. In practice, when actual progress lags behind the planned progress, construction managers usually expedite the work rate in order to maintain progress in accordance with the planned project schedule. This model incorporates this managerial reaction. Therefore, WR in this model is not set to be a single, constant value, but is a dynamic value that can vary over the duration of a given activity. For example, if the perceived schedule is behind the planned schedule, the developed simulation model would increase the WR in imitation of recovery actions adopted by construction managers in practice (e.g., applying an overtime policy). Such an incorporation of managerial actions into the simulation model is a key to increase realism [36,48,39]. The WR is also affected by the current progress due to the learning effect, which describes productivity improvements through repeated execution of a task. In addition, prolonged overtime may introduce the fatigue effect, which represents productivity deterioration due to weariness. Based on this recognition, WR at a given time in a given activity is calculated as follows.

\[
\text{WR}[i] = \text{AR}[i] \times \text{OT}[i] \times \text{LE}[i] \times \text{FE}[i].
\]

AssignedResource (AR), OverTime (OT), LearningEffect (LE) and FatigueEffect (FE) at a given time for a given activity are calculated in other sub-modules such as managerial control, productivity and progress measurement. These elements are not fully explained in this paper due to limited space.

Linking with the generic execution module, the effort module was developed to estimate the amount of non-value added effort (NVAE) due to design errors, which is the difference between the assigned effort (AE) and the value added effort (VAE). For this, the effort module captures the amount of interruption via the work interrupted by the change order process (DCR) and the RFI process (RFIR). Furthermore, it measures other productivity loss by comparing actual work rate (WR) and nominal work rate. It also quantifies rework through the problems instantly identified by the inspection process (I IDR) and those lately discovered by the succeeding activities (LDRR). The total amount of wasted efforts due to design errors is calculated by integrating the effort squandered by interruption, other productivity loss and rework and then affects the work rate (WR) again by managerial reactions taken in order to meet the planned schedule.

3.3. Model testing

The developed model has been validated and verified in terms of its usefulness for assessing the impacts of design errors on project performance. Both the structure and behavior of the developed model was tested extensively under three distinct criteria: (1) suitability for purpose; (2) consistency with reality; (3) utility and effectiveness as suggested by Richardson and Pugh [43]. An example of a method to test consistency of the model behavior with reality is an extreme condition test, which was conducted to determine whether the developed model behaved in a realistic manner under extreme values or policy. When no design errors were fed to the model (i.e., one extreme condition), the simulation result was exactly identical to the target schedule. Note that this model does not account for the impacts of other external factors such as weather or economic situation. Exclusion of these factors should not reject the validity of this model because a model is considered valid only for the purpose for which it is built, and not in absolute terms [49]. A test used to prove the effectiveness of the model is a behavior reproduction test, which assesses the model’s ability to reproduce the behavior of interest. The details of the behavior reproduction test are provided through a case study in the following section.

4. Case study: a university building project

To test the applicability of the developed simulation model in terms of assessing the impact of design errors on project performance, a university building project was selected as a case study. General information about the project is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
General information about the case study project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>- Five-story building (four above-ground and one under-ground)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Total area: 154,000 ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 18 classrooms, study areas, 24 interview rooms, an accountancy center, a market trading lab, and a 300-seat auditorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>- Structural steels and concrete footings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Enveloped by aluminum curtain wall, brick and stone veneer with masonry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>- Total: $62 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- $42 million for construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- $20 million for site preparation, equipment, professional fees and so forth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction schedule</td>
<td>- Original: March 2005 to July 2007 (30 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Revised (initial): May 2006 to May 2008 (24 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Delay and reduction of schedule due to approval/funding problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional requirement</td>
<td>- The university’s first leadership in energy and environmental design (LEED) certified building project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Energy efficient windows, water conservation techniques, green roof systems, photovoltaic arrays, native plants, and recycling waste from construction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is the university’s long-term strategy that all future buildings should be LEED certified. In this sense, acquisition of the LEED certification is one critical success factor in this project as a “pilot building project”. Typically, the university does not hire an external construction manager for projects, as an in-house project management team is able to perform the management task. However, in this case, the university hired an external construction manager to deal with additional complexities and risks related to acquisition of the LEED certification, and to reduce the construction schedule by 6 months in response to approval and funding problems.

4.1. Current progress

In order for a model to be utilized for assessing the impacts of design errors, the model first needs to reproduce current progress as closely as possible. The model can then be utilized to analyze the way in which design errors lower current performance and to forecast future performance. To this end, as of November 1st 2007, current progress was carefully analyzed by interviewing key project personnel (including the university project manager, construction manager, superintendent and scheduler) and reviewing relevant project documents such as a daily log, non-conformance report, RFIs and change order logs.

In the pursuit of timely completion for this project, the construction manager closely monitored the project. While it is normal to assign one or two personnel for progress monitoring for a project of this size, four personnel were responsible for progress monitoring, including a member of the construction management group, the project manager, the junior engineer and the superintendent. As a result of independent monitoring by multiple parties, construction error potential was relatively low in this project.

For timely progress measurement and schedule revision, three regular project meetings were held. First, foreman meetings were held every morning to monitor daily tasks and prevent potential disruption between related trades. Second, the construction manager and university project manager facilitated a meeting with project managers from each contract on a weekly basis. Finally, large group meetings were held once a month, usually running for one and a half days.

Although the project management board invested their best efforts to effectively manage the project through methods described above, its actual progress was significantly delayed. As shown in Table 1, the initial planned project completion date was May 13th 2008. Extensive float was included in the initial schedule. Most of the activities had a range of 7 to 40 days float. However, due to unexpected schedule delays mostly resulting from design errors, its substantial completion was delayed to August 1st 2008, leaving the university only three weeks to move into the new building. This means less than one week per floor was allowed to install furniture and technology after substantial completion. Furthermore, since the schedule delays used up almost all float time allowed, the construction manager compressed every possible activity in order to meet the revised construction deadline (i.e., August 1st 2008). In addition, in order to prevent any further delay, the construction manager attempted to start all remaining activities as early as possible, even activities with plenty of float time. Because of this time constraint, some out-of-sequence activities were undertaken. For example, the interior walls were installed before the steel roof was fireproofed. On fireproofing the steel roof, the interior walls had to be protected and this significantly reduced workers’ productivity.

4.2. Identified reasons of the schedule delay

Several causes of schedule delays in the project were identified through interviewing key project personnel, including the construction manager, project manager for the university, the designer, and several superintendents. Project documents were also examined.
(1) Design errors
While schedule delays in the project partially resulted from unforeseen weather conditions and unexpected ground conditions, the majority of the delays resulted from poor quality of design documents. An extreme example is that approximately 6 months were consumed in fixing design errors in construction documents for exterior walls. During this time, no work could be done in the left wing of the building. Another extreme example was double-paned windows installed on the exterior walls. Initially, 4-inch concrete blocks were designed to be placed between the double-paned windows, but were later found to be structurally insufficient to support the loads on the walls. It took another 6 months to redesign the wall, and no drywall installation could be executed for the interior of the building during that time.

(2) Frequent change orders
Another key factor impacting the schedule in this project was change orders. One major source for change orders was the defects of construction drawings (i.e., design errors). For example, the green roof was found to be structurally inadequate to support the quantity of soil it was intended to support. These types of errors were abundant in this project. Many design errors were discovered after construction had started, and significantly delayed progress and increased the cost of change orders. So far, more than 240 change orders were issued and most of them were required to rectify design errors. Change orders costing $4 million were approved, with a quarter of this amount attributed to design errors and omissions.

(3) Long RFI and change approval time
It was found that long RFI and change approval time also resulted in schedule delays in the project. Loss of key project personnel like construction managers or designers can be highly disruptive to communication and coordination [50]. In the case project, two of the original architects were removed from the project after the design had been completed and construction had begun. Replacement architects were not fully familiar with the design. This posed problems when contractors submitted RFIs because the new architects could not respond quickly. They needed to accurately understand the previous architects’ work before responding to the RFIs. In addition to this, the university bureaucracy was identified as another cause of significant delay. The university bureaucracy is necessary to ensure that the resulting facility meets the satisfaction of all stakeholders, but from a management perspective, the various levels of bureaucracy, often in disagreement among themselves, add an additional layer of complexity to the project. As a result, the average time for a change order to be processed by the university was 88 days. This means that the construction of any related component is held up almost three months whenever a change order is required.

4.3. Schedule revision history

Fig. 3 shows the schedule revision history for the case project from November 15th 2006 to November 1st 2007. The project management team revised the schedule every month based on cumulative actual progress. Thus, during this period, the team made 13 revisions on the initial schedule. In order to avoid visual complexity, Fig. 3 shows progress at quarterly intervals.

As observed in most university building projects, the case project was executed under a very strict schedule for opening for fall semester 2008, with classes for this building already scheduled. Thus, whenever the schedule was revised, the project management team attempted to maintain the planned deadline as closely as possible. Due to this nature, the further revision of the schedule resulted in the progress $S$-curve becoming ‘lazier’. In other words, progress at later stages became
increasingly steeper, implying work was being performed under higher schedule pressure in order to recover wasted effort related to design errors at earlier stages of the project.

As denoted by ‘A’ in Fig. 3, the progress of the earlier stage was very slow, because of (1) many late discovered design errors, (2) numerous RFIs and change orders, and (3) slow RFI replies and change approvals. Therefore, the project management team revised the schedule in order to keep the delayed progress on track. However, Fig. 3 shows that these revisions were not very effective in recovering the delayed progress. As denoted by ‘B’ in Fig. 3, the actual progress was repeatedly behind the revised progress. This was mainly triggered by execution under increasing schedule pressure, which not only increases the occurrence of errors, but also decreases the probability that of detection through regular procedures [34].

One common feature observed in the schedule revision history is the project management team’s expectation of a very steep production rate (as shown in ‘C’ in Fig. 3), which may introduce additional risk such as productivity loss, execution errors, and incubation of these problems. The project management team continuously encountered risk of schedule delay, despite repeated revision of the schedule and their best efforts for timely completion. This fact may imply that the project management team underestimated the impacts of design errors and the additional risk resulting from schedule pressure, which is the latent condition for error generation.

4.4. Model-based performance estimation

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the initial schedule (developed at the beginning of construction), actual progress (as of November 1st 2007), progress forecasted by the project management team, and simulated progress.

As shown in Fig. 4, the actual progress is far behind the planned progress. As denoted by ‘A’ in Fig. 4, the project delays began when 5% of the total progress was completed. This is mainly because detection of design errors began from that point in time. Also, Fig. 4 shows very slow progress until about the 200th working day, and the very slow progress at this stage is attributed to the combined effects of late discovered design errors and long RFI time resulting from change of key designers. Its initial planned construction duration was 522 working days, but as of the 280th working day (‘B’ in Fig. 4 which denotes more than half of the total construction duration), its actual progress was approximately 25%. As of November 1st 2007 (’C’ in Fig. 4), actual progress was approximately 50%. Based on this actual progress, the project management team revised the schedule and tried to condense every activity where possible, in order to meet the revised construction deadline (August 1st 2008; ‘D’ in Fig. 4). However, the developed simulation model results show that based on the actual performance, the project would be completed by November 15th 2008 (i.e., 3.5 months later than the planned completion), assuming the project management team were to maintain the same control policy. The major reason for this pessimistic estimation is that the developed model incorporates the impacts of hidden design errors on the remaining work, and additional risk resulting from higher schedule pressure.

Certainly, this pessimistic estimation is not acceptable to the university, as the classes for this building are scheduled from August 2008. If the building were not completed by August 2008, the university would not provide the scheduled classes to its students. Therefore, it should be certainly completed by August 2008. However, according to the simulation results based on current progress as of November 2007, the progress would reach about 90% by August 2008.

At last, despite the extensive use of shift work, the building was partially opened on August 2008 with only some teaching facilities available, due to urgent requirements for teaching space (e.g., classrooms and laboratories). Opening other facilities including staff rooms and study areas was postponed. After the building was opened, remaining work continued at night and
over weekends during the semester, and the building was eventually completed in December 2008. While more verification effort is required for the application of the developed model, the case study shows that the model has a great potential in aiding construction managers to assess negative impact of design errors in a more systematic way.

5. Conclusions

Design errors are a major contributor to rework, which ultimately lead to schedule delays and cost overruns in design and construction projects. While eradication of all design errors is desirable to dramatically enhance project performance, this is practically impossible due to the physiological and psychological limitations of humans. Therefore, it is imperative to systematically assess the impact of design errors through understanding their mechanism to undermine project performance. In an attempt to address this issue, this paper introduced a system dynamics model that can assess the impacts of design errors based on the recognition that the causes and effects of committing errors are not unidirectional or linear, but are reciprocal and looped in their relationships.

Application of the model to a university building project confirmed that design errors are one of the main causes of significant schedule delays despite construction managers’ best efforts to deliver timely completion of the project. The model application confirmed that design errors can be incubated for a long period of time, and identified, in some cases, after construction begins, significantly increasing schedule pressure. Schedule pressure is the latent condition of generating further errors where the negative impact of design errors can be transferred to numerous construction activities, including those that seem not to be directly related with the errors. Finally, the case study proved that construction managers tend to have optimism bias in estimating the recovery of delayed schedules, and this results in underestimation of the negative impacts of hidden design errors and schedule pressure. The developed model was proven to be a more objective and comprehensive tool to assess the impact of hidden errors and schedule pressure. A key expected benefit of the model, therefore, is to assist construction managers in better understanding the dynamics of design errors and more effectively recovering delayed schedules.

This paper strode a meaningful step to better understanding and assessing the impact of design errors. However, further verification is required in order to obtain a general understanding about the mechanism of design errors, and the way in which they can undermine project performance. A method to how we can prevent their negative impact is another finding to be generalized by further verification. The authors are currently analyzing various projects using the developed simulation model. Another research direction of the authors is to estimate the benefit of conducting a constructability review prior to construction, in order to identify hidden errors and complications as early as possible. These works will be reported in papers currently in preparation.
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